GATED TROLLEY
AVAILABLE ON MOST OPTIONS
The Gated Trolley has a rotating plate and quick release pin for easy and rapid attachment to the beam. Unique innovative feature allowing the user to attach several trolleys to the beam after the gantry has been fully assembled. For gantries up to WLL 3000kg.

EASY CONVERSION TO WINCHED GANTRY
Beams are ready to accept the sheave carrier and A-Frames are ready to accept any winch brackets. A kit is required to convert the gantry system for winched use - goods or personnel.

UNIVERSAL WIND UP JACK LEG BRACKET
WLL 500-5000KG CAPACITY
We now have 1 bracket for all gantry frames up to WLL 5000kg capacity. Option may be fitted to the gantry – Giving fine adjustment to the height setting [300mm total range on the uprights] and independent foot adjustment, particularly useful on uneven ground.